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Optical  & NIR observations:  

•Reflection

•Shock excitation

• Photoionization

pPNe

PNe



MOTIVATION

� Stellar progenitors (1 – 8     )  constitute 90% of 

all stars above solar.

� PNe dominate the chemical enrichment process 

of our galaxy.

� PNe are key probes of  nucleosynthesis � PNe are key probes of  nucleosynthesis 

processes and Galactic abundance gradients.

� PNe provide a visible fossil record of mass loss 

process off the AGB        mass loss timescales.

� PNe  allow to determine the Galactic kinematics.  

� PNe as “standard candles”. 
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1.1 PNe as a phase of stellar evolution 

NGC 6543

Figure 1: Hertzsprung-Russell diagram of a complete 2 Msun evolution track for solar
metallicity from the main sequence to the white dwarf evolution phase. The number
labels for each evolutionary phase indicates the log of the approximate duration for a 2
Msun case. Larger or smaller mass cases would have smaller or larger evolutionary
timescales, respectively.



1.1 PNe as a phase of stellar evolution

Figure 2: Classification of stars by mass on the main sequence (lower

part) and on the AGB (upper part). The lower part shows mass

designation according to initial mass. The upper part indicates the

mass classification appropriate for AGB stars. Approximate limiting

masses between different regimes are given at the bottom.



1.2 Formation of the nebula. Interactive Stellar Winds 
scenario.

Equation of motion for the shell:

Assuming no energy exchange, the 

total energy input into the bubble from 

the fast wind is balanced by change in 

Steady state solution: 

the fast wind is balanced by change in 

the internal energy in the bubble and 

the expansion work:



If the density of the slow (AGB) wind is

asymmetric (larger in the equatorial

1.2 Formation of the 
nebula. ISW scenario.

asymmetric (larger in the equatorial

plane and lower to the poles) � the

ISW process will allow the swept-up

shell to move faster along the poles �

elliptical or bipolar PN.

2-D numerical hydrodynamical

calculation for the interaction between

an isotropic fast wind and an

asymmetric AGB wind were performed

by Frank, Mellema et al.

Photoionization and radiation

mechanisms are included.



Observational confirmation of the ISW.

Predictions of the IWS: 

1) Presence of a faint halo (remnant of the AGB 

wind);

2) High speed winds should be common in the 

CSPN;

Discrepancy between the expected 

(107 – 108 K) and measured (106K) 

temperatures

CSPN;

3) Thermal X-ray emission from the hot bubble.

X-ray: NASA/CXC/RIT/J.Kastner et al.; 

Optical: NASA/STScI

Bianchi et al. (1986, A&A, 169, 227)



1.3 Organizing PNe: morphological types

Classification according to their large-scale structure
Balick (1987) Manchado et al. (2000)

25%        58%           17%

Balick (1987, AJ, 94, 671)

Manchado et al. (2000, ASP 

Conference series, 199, 17)
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pPNe

Young PNe PNe

1.4 HST image surveys of pPNe and PNe.



� Sahai et al. (2007, 2011): pPNe and young PNe (HST images)

Primary classes based on the overall nebular shape: B (bipolar), M
(multipolar), E (elongated), R (round) and I (irregular).

E (~ 35%); B (30%); M (20%)

Secondary classification: point-symmetry (45%)Secondary classification: point-symmetry (45%)

Manchado et al. (2012): pPNe (HST images)

S= stellar-like (38%), E=elliptical (19%), B=bipolar (31%),
M=multipolar (12%)



Observational Facts
� Aspherical nebulae: all pPNe and young PNe show bipolar or

multipolar morphologies. More than 80% of PNe deviate

New Challenge

The current paradigm of single star evolution coupled with
hydrodynamic ISW scenario is only able to explain a subset of
mature PN population and fails to explain the properties of pPNe.

Scenarios: stellar rotation and/or magnetic fields, binary systems.

1.4 HST image surveys of pPNe and PNe.

multipolar morphologies. More than 80% of PNe deviate
strongly from spherical symmetry.

� Presence of collimated outflows: highly collimated structures
(jets and knots) exist in many pPNe and PNe.

� pPN momentum excess: the linear momentum in the majority of
pPN outflows is higher than can be supplied by radiation
pressure (often 103 � 104 times larger).

� Equatorial waists and disks: most bipolar or multipolar pPNe
and PNe harbor over dense, dusty equatorial waists.

� Population synthesis studies predict more PNe than observed
(assuming that all stars in the 1 to 8 range will form a PN).



2.1 Support for the binary hypothesis

2. The binary hypothesis 

The binary hypothesis states that a companion (star,

brown dwarf, planet(s)) to the progenitor of the central

star of PN is required to shape the nebula and even for a

PN to be form at all (Moe & De Marco 2009).

� Presence of highly collimated outflows, jets and knots,
axisymmetric, point-symmetric and asymmetric morphologies;
dusty disks.

� Momentum excess: the companion star can provide additional
momentum through tidal, wind or common envelope interactions.

� Population synthesis studies: if it is assumed that PNe only form
from binary interactions, the population synthesis predictions are
comparable with the observations.



2.2  Looking for binaries in PNe

Observational techniques :

1) Photometric variability due to the irradiation  of  a companion by the hot 
star, tidal deformations and eclipses.   

Bond (2000)                                       10% – 15%

Miszalski et al. (2009a, 2009b)        (17 ± 5) % 

2) Periodic radial velocity variability of the stellar lines.   Wind variability?

3) IR flux in excess of what can be predicted based on its spectral class 3) IR flux in excess of what can be predicted based on its spectral class 
could be due to the presence of an unresolved cool companion  (but 
could also be due to  hot dust).    

Fraction of binaries  ~   50%   (Frew & Parker 2007) 

≥    67%   (De Marco et al. 2011)  (*)

4) Visual binaries (HST). 

(*) detection bias are accounted for



� Observational bias:

1) Biased to close binaries (periods < 3 days).

3) Biased in that faint companions are not 
detected. detected. 

4) Biased to separation larger than the HST 
resolution (0.05’’) (separation  160 to 2400 
AU). 



3.1 3D hydrodynamical simulations of the binary 

system scenario

3. Shaping  pPNe by binary systems:

Jet  from a source in orbital motion  around a binary companion. 

Ingredients:  Orbital motion, precession and a time 
velocity variability.



The simulations are carried out with 3D versions of the yguazu-a
code. This code integrates the gasdynamic equations  together 

with a set of atomic/ionic/chemical rate equations in a binary, 

adaptive grid.

The simulations were carried out solving only a single rate 

equation for the ionization of H and using the parameterized 

cooling function (calculated as a function of the temperature, 

3.1 3D hydrodynamical simulations of the binary system scenario

cooling function (calculated as a function of the temperature, 

density and neutral fraction). 

Given a set of initial conditions for the jet and surrounding 

circumstellar medium, yguazú-a determines the temperature 

and density distributions at a given time. The temperature and 

density distributions allowed us to compute the emission line 

coefficients of the H emission lines. 

Hα images; PV diagrams



If   M1 / M2 < 10,   

τp /τo ~ 2  →  20

Precession of an accretion disk in a binary system

Terquem et al. (1999)

Ratio τp/τo between the precession and orbital periods for an
accretion disk around a star of mass M2 in circular orbit with a
companion star of mass M1 (obtained from the analytical model of
Terquem et al. 1999). Curves for values a/rd = 2, 3, 4 for the ratio
between the separation between the stars in the binary system and
the outer disk radius are shown.

τp /τo ~ 2  →  20

M1/M2



Orbital motion Precession The effect of a full precession 
period will be seen over a 
distance: 
Dp = vj τp

The orbital motion results in a jet 
with spiral loops of length Do and 
half-opening angle β,
Do = vj τo  Do = vj τo  
β = arctg (vo/vj) ≈ vo/vj vj >> vo

Since  τp  ~ 10  τo ,      Do ~  1/10   Dp      

jet/counterjet system with a mirror-symmetric spiral shape close 
to the source and a transition to a broader, point-symmetric 
precession spiral at larger distances from the source.



Vj = 300 km s-1

vo = 30 km s-1 

ro = 2 AU   

τo = 2 yr ;  τp= 20 yr     

α = 10º

nj = 10
5 cm-3

Raga et al. (2009, ApJ, 707, L6-L11)

nj = 10 cm

na = 10
3 cm-3



3.2 How to generate a multipolar pPN?

Precession 

Orbital motion

Time-dependent ejection velocity law 

3D hydrodynamical code (Yguazú-a )

p =2, D ~ 1017 cm, ε = 0.5, M = 0.3 M

HH jets          (e.g. Raga et al. 1990)

CRL 618        (Lee and Sahai  2003) 

Hen 3-1475    (Velázquez et al. 2004) 

IC 4634          (Guerrero et al. 2008)

Parameters: M1, M2, e, α, q, p

τ = q τ q = f(M /M )p =2, Dl ~ 1017 cm, ε = 0.5, M1 = 0.3 M

vj = 250 km s-1 , nj = 5 104 cm-3

Temperature and atomic/ionic/electronic

number density distributions, the

emission line coefficients of a set of

forbidden and HI lines.

τp = q τo                 q = f(M1/M2)

τ = Dl /(vj cos α)  = p τp
τo= Dl /(pqvj cos α)

Sinusoidal velocity variability 

law: τv , ∆v            τv =  τo

Hα intensity maps

Hα PV diagrams 



3.2 How to generate a multipolar pPN?

The ejection velocity measured in the center of mass coordinate system :

vx= vj sin α cos φp −  vo sin (2π t/τo) 

vy = − vj  sin α sin φp + vo cos (2π t/τo) 

vz = vj cos α



Model q φ0    
(rad)

α (º) τ o (yrs) M1/M2 a (AU) ∆v
(km s-1)

Vo,max
(km s-1)

M1 2 − π/2 10 32.0 10 14.9 75 24.3

M2 4 π/4 15 16.0 3 6.7 75 21.9

M3 3 0 30 23.5 5 10.0 75 22.1

M4 4 0 30 17.5 3 7.1 75 21.0

Velázquez, Raga, Riera et al. (2012, MNRAS, 419, 3529)

M4 4 0 30 17.5 3 7.1 75 21.0

M5 6 π/3 30 11.7 1,5 4.7 75 20.7

M6 4 π/4 15 16.0 3 6.7 0 21.9

M7 4 π/4 15 16.0 3 6.7 37.5 21.9

p = 2, ε = 0.5,   M2 =0.3 M

D l = 1.25  10
17cm, vj (mean) = 250 km s-1

φp = φo + 2 π t/ τp



Velázquez, Raga, Riera et al. (2012, MNRAS, 419, 3529)



CRL 618   
Riera et al. (2011, A&A, 533, 118)



4.4.4.4.4. 4. 4. 4. What about the Sun? There is no unequivocal answer 

Existence of post-RGB stars with planets

showing that planets can survive engulfment.

Nordhaus et al. (2010, MNRAS, 408, 631) 

Two-body gravitational and tidal interaction

model that couples the evolution of the mass

and radius of the primary star with the orbit of a

companion. The evolution of the semimajor axis

is due to two contributions: the tidal interaction

between the primary and the companion and the

mass loss of the primary.

Venus plunge into the Sun;

Rybicki & Denis (2001, Icarus, 151, 130)

Charpinet et al. (2011, Nature, 480, 22)

Venus plunge into the Sun;

Earth (controversial);

All planets beyond the earth are not swallowed.



Jupiter is likely to deposit ~ 10%  of its orbital

angular momentum to the Sun (the Sun and Jupiter

� may be regarded as binary system) � the Sun 

� envelope will rotate at a 1% of its break-up velocity �

� will cause axisymmetrical mass loss. � will cause axisymmetrical mass loss. 

� The PN that will result from the Sun, under these 

� Conditions, is very likely  to be an elliptical one. 

� Soker (1994, 1996)


